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Abstract
In this work, we develop an atlas algorithm for continuation of piecewise polynomial
discretizations of periodic orbits of ordinary diﬀerential equations. Such an algorithm
generates a discretized representation of a manifold of such orbits embedded in a
larger variable space. Each chart associated with the discretized atlas is defined in
terms of a base point on the manifold and a basis for the local tangent space. The goal
of any such algorithm is to cover all parts of the manifold without leaving any holes
behind, and to do so eﬃciently without covering areas more than once. The current
implementation of atlas algorithms in the continuation package COCO fails in both
regards when applied to continuation of solutions to general periodic boundary value
problems. This failure arrises due to the fact that COCO treats the variable space in
which the manifold is embedded as Euclidean space, e.g., the distance between charts
is calculated in terms of the Euclidean norm of the vector between the charts’ base
points. For two charts with base points corresponding to the same periodic orbits
with two diﬀerent phases, the result is a non-zero distance even as the intent may be
to treat them as the same orbit. Since such distances are used to calculate suitable
directions of continuation at each step of the algorithm, an incorrectly computed
distance may result in continuation along an inappropriate direction. In this thesis,
we overcome this problem by projecting the representation of individual charts to
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a phase-invariant Fourier representation in which suitable directions of continuation
may be identified. We use two examples to illustrate our methodology: continuation
along 1- and 2-dimensional manifolds of periodic orbits of two nonlinear dynamical
systems. It is observed that the manifolds generated using the proposed algorithm
are well-organized and repetitive covering is minimized.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nonlinear equations arise in the modeling of several interesting phenomina such as
prediction of weather [1], fluctuations in the financial markets [2], control systems
[3, 4] etc. These equations depend on one or several parameters and are generally
much more diﬃcult to analyze compared to linear equations. While the latter can
often be solved analytically, the nonlinear case usually requires numerical approaches.
Continuation [5, 6] is a numerical technique for tracing out families of approxi-
mate solutions of systems of parameterized nonlinear equations. Examples include
infinite-dimensional boundary-value problems described in terms of finite-element
discretizations of oscillating beams [7], large-scale power systems modelled as dif-
ferential algebraic equations [8], and delay-diﬀerential equations governing machine
tool vibrations [9].
Diﬀerent tools have been developed for continuation, e.g., AUTO [10, 11], Mat-
Cont [12], and COCO [13]. These tools diﬀer in the extent to which a user can
solve general classes of problems or is restricted to predefined classes of problems, for
example periodic solutions of an ordinary diﬀerential equation. Continuation along
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1-dimensional families (curves) is possible with all of these tools, but only COCO and
MULTIFARIO [14] support continuation along multidimensional manifolds (surfaces,
volumes, etc.).
There are many opportunities for further development of continuation algorithms.
These include eﬀorts to improve computational eﬃciency, manage large-scale prob-
lems, and solve new categories of mathematical problems. For example, the anal-
ysis in [15] proposes an adaptive asynchronous discretization algorithm of a high-
dimensional boundary-value formulation that describes the dynamics of aerosol par-
ticles in the atmosphere. The work in [16] explores whether parallelization can be
used to cover a multidimensional manifold more eﬃciently than a serial algorithm.
Finally, [17] develops a continuation toolbox for periodic orbits in impacting system
with infinitely many segments, so-called chattering orbits.
In this thesis, we consider an example of the general challenge of performing
multidimensional continuation [14, 18] on problems in which the problem definition
and/or the solution representation change during continuation. Such changes rarely
cause diﬃculty for continuation along 1-dimensional manifolds but become a major
obstacle in the multidimensional case. Here, we restrict attention to continuation
along families of periodic orbits with fixed time discretizations, but insight from this
thesis should generalize to circumstances with adaptive meshes [19].
The diﬃculty with multidimensional algorithms is avoiding redundant covering
of the same part of the solution manifold. For 1-dimensional algorithms, this occurs
only when the solution manifold is closed. In contrast, for 2-dimensional surfaces
[20, 21], careful attention must be paid throughout continuation to prevent this from
happening. This thesis investigates a partial solution to this problem.
In the case of continuation of periodic orbits [22], redundant covering occurs when
the geometry used to measure distances and angles fails to account for the invariance
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of the periodic orbit under arbitrary phase shifts. Indeed, it is important to apply
an appropriate geometry when comparing solutions along the manifold. Previously
proposed multidimensional algorithms apply a Euclidean geometry to the trajectory
discretization. If the only diﬀerence between two periodic functions is the phase,
then the Euclidean distance between the discretized solutions is nonzero, even as the
two functions represent the same orbit. In problems where the phase varies during
continuation, the same orbit may be approximated repeatedly without the algorithm
detecting this and terminating as appropriate.
To address this problem, this thesis proposes an alternative representation, in
which a phase reset is applied to each orbit in order to allow for a phase-invariant
comparison and avoid duplication. This representation is formulated in terms of a
truncated discrete Fourier transform. A suitable geometry is proposed for which
distances and angles are computed by applying the Euclidean inner product to this
representation. Finally, implementations in 1d and 2d algorithms are shown and
validated.
1.1 Organization of thesis
This thesis is arranged as described below.
Chapter 2 introduces several basic concepts that form a foundation for the treat-
ment in later chapters. Specifically, it defines a general class of continuation problems
and gives an important example in the form of the collocation problem for trajec-
tories of dynamical systems. It goes on to consider the boundary-value problem
associated with periodic orbits, for which additional conditions must be imposed.
The discrete Fourier transform is introduced as a tool for characterizing a periodic
solution as an alternative to the time discretization. A unique contribution is the
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definition of a phase-invariance condition which imposes a rotation of the Fourier
representation corresponding to a phase shift along a periodic function. An example
of such a phase-invariance condition is given and used throughout the thesis. Fi-
nally, an inner product on the space of truncated Fourier series is translated into a
Euclidean inner product on a suitably formulated real representation of the discrete
Fourier transform.
Chapter 3 describes an algorithm for covering a manifold of periodic orbits based
on the phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation. It demonstrates how this
algorithm can be implemented in coco by modifying two existing atlas algorithms
from [13]. In particular, changes are made to the code to accommodate the phase-
invariant truncated Fourier representation in both the expansion and consolidation
stages of continuation. This requires translating both points and tangent vectors
to the phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation. Two alternative methods
for constructing a predictor in the expansion stage are considered. In the first case,
the predictor is guaranteed to lie in the tangent space. This is the recommended
formulation. A second method constructs a predictor in the Fourier representation
and then maps this back to the original representation, with no guarantees that the
result lies in the tangent space.
Chapter 4 validates the implementation on several examples of 1-dimensional
and 2-dimensional continuation and investigates the implications of diﬀerent phase-
invariance conditions. A brief concluding discussion compares the performance using
the two alternative methods of constructing a predictor.
Chapter 5 reviews the contributions of this thesis and makes suggestions for future
work.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical formalism
This chapter discusses two basic ideas that form the core of the contribution of
this thesis. Specifically, it introduces the concept of a continuation problem and
provides an illustration in the form of the collocation problem for the solution of a
diﬀerential equation. In addition, it reviews the classical discrete Fourier transform
and considers its application to a phase-invariant description of periodic orbits of an
autonomous dynamical system.
2.1 Continuation problems
Consider a system of nonlinear equations:
F (u) = 0, F : Rn ! Rm. (2.1)
If a solution u⇤ exists, and if the Jacobian @uF (u⇤) is full rank, then u⇤ lies on
an (n   m)-dimensional family of such solutions. The goal of continuation is to
mathematically characterize this manifold. Numerical continuation is a technique
for finding a discrete set of solutions on this manifold in some succession.
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An example of a continuation problem is the system of nonlinear equations ob-
tained by discretizing an ordinary diﬀerential equation in terms of a continuous
piecewise polynomial interpolant and a set of collocation conditions.
Specifically, following [13], consider the autonomous diﬀerential equation
dy
dt
= f (y, p) (2.2)
on the interval [0, T ] for some positive real number T . Here, the vector field f :
Rn ⇥ Rq ! Rn is parameterized by a vector of problem parameters p 2 Rq. Let
u =
0BBB@
vbp
T
p
1CCCA 2 RNn(m+1)+1+q, (2.3)
where
 bp =
0BBBBBBBBB@
...
 (m+1)(j 1)+1
...
 (m+1)j
...
1CCCCCCCCCA
, (2.4)
for j = 1, ..., N . Then,
y˜(t) =
m+1X
i=1
Li
✓
2N
T
(t  T ⌧j)  1
◆
 (m+1)(j 1)+i (2.5)
is a candidate approximation of y(t) on the interval [T ⌧j, T ⌧j+1], where ⌧j = j 1N , for
every j = 1, . . . , N . Here, Li is the i-th Lagrange polynomial of degree m defined on
the uniform partition of [ 1, 1].
The system of nonlinear equations corresponding to the function F is now given
by the imposition of continuity on y˜ and the collection of collocation conditions
0 =
dy˜
dt
✓
⌧j +
1 + zl
2N
◆
  f
✓
y˜
✓
⌧j +
1 + zl
2N
◆
, p
◆
, (2.6)
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for j = 1, . . . , N and l = 1, . . . ,m, where zl is the l-th root of the Legendre polynomial
of degree m on the interval [ 1, 1]. It follows that F (u) 2 R(N 1)n+Nnm.
When the conditions under (2.1) are satisfied, the manifold of solutions of this
system of nonlinear equations has dimension n + q + 1. It follows that n + q + 1
conditions need to be added in order to obtain a unique solution.
2.2 Periodic orbits
This thesis is concerned with periodic functions that represent periodic orbits of
a dynamical system. To obtain such orbits, we append the periodicity condition
v1   vN(m+1) = 0 to the set of equations in the previous section. In addition, since
the vector field is autonomous, we must add an additional phase condition to uniquely
select a function from among all possible phase shifts of the periodic orbit. In general,
this is of the form
 (vbp, T, p) = 0 2 R (2.7)
where the functional form of   may change during continuation.
An example of such a function is given by
 (vbp, T, p) = (v1   v⇤1)> · n⇤ (2.8)
where v⇤1 and n⇤ are either fixed or updated after each continuation step. This
corresponds to a Poincare condition defined in terms of a hyperplane through v⇤1
with normal vector n⇤. Another example is the function
 (vbp, T, p) = v
⇤> · vbp (2.9)
which corresponds to a discretization of the integralZ T
0
✓
dy⇤
dt
(t)
◆>
· y(t)dt (2.10)
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for a suitably constructed v⇤. Typically, v⇤ is updated at each step of continuation
to correspond to the time derivative of the solution found in the previous step.
2.3 Fourier analysis
By continuity of y˜, v(m+1)j = v(m+1)j+1 for j = 1, . . . , N   1. With this in mind, let
vbp,red denote the column vector obtained from vbp by removing the entries v(m+1)j
for j = 1, . . . , N .
As an alternative to the discretization of a periodic orbit in terms of vbp, now
consider the discrete Fourier transform
vˆ = vec
 
(vecnvbp,red) · F
 
, (2.11)
where F denotes the Nm⇥Nm symmetric matrix with (j, l) entry
1
Nm
e 2⇡i
(j 1)(l 1)
Nm (2.12)
and vec and vecn are the vectorization operators from [13]. It follows that
vbp,red = vec
 
(vecnvˆ) · F 1
 
, (2.13)
where the (j, l) entry of the matrix F 1 is
e2⇡i
(j 1)(l 1)
Nm . (2.14)
The matrices F and F 1 can be obtained using MATLAB by applying the fft
and ifft functions to the Nm ⇥ Nm identity matrix, followed by dividing and
multiplying, respectively, by Nm. When Nm is even, it follows from [13] that vˆ is
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of the form 0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
a0
a1 + ib1
...
aNm/2 1 + ibNm/2 1
aNm/2
aNm/2 1   ibNm/2 1
...
a1   ib1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, (2.15)
where ai, bi 2 R.
Restrict attention to the case that N or m is even. Then, the discrete Fourier
transform is uniquely represented by the first n(Nm/2 + 1) elements of vˆ, since all
other values can be obtained by conjugation. Next, suppose that 2M < Nm and
consider the special case
y (t) =
MX
k= M
cke
2⇡ikt/T = c0 + 2<
 
MX
k=1
cke
2⇡ikt/T
!
, (2.16)
where {ck}Mk= M is a set of 2M + 1 complex, vector-valued Fourier coeﬃcients such
that c k = ck. Here, <(·) is the real part of the argument. Let
v(m+1)(j 1)+i = y
✓
⌧j +
i  1
Nm
◆
, (2.17)
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for j = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . ,m+ 1. Then
vˆ =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
c0
c1
...
cM
0
c M
...
c 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2.18)
It follows that, in general, by zeroing entries of vˆ in (2.15) according to the pattern
in (2.18), the corresponding inverse discrete Fourier transform equals the sampling of
a periodic function of the form in (2.16), which is a finite-dimensional representation
of the original periodic function.
2.4 Phase invariance
Consider again the function y(t) in (2.16) and the corresponding discrete Fourier
transform vˆ. Then, in terms of the phase shift ',
y(t+ T') =
MX
k= M
cke
2⇡ik'e2⇡ikt/T . (2.19)
Let
w(m+1)(j 1)+i = y
✓
⌧j +
i  1
Nm
+ T'
◆
, (2.20)
for j = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . ,m+1. The corresponding discrete Fourier transform
is given by
wˆ = vec
 
(vecnvˆ) · ⇧(')
 
, (2.21)
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where
⇧(') =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
e2⇡i'
. . .
e2⇡iM'
0
e2⇡i( M)'
. . .
e2⇡i( 1)'
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2.22)
A Fourier representation of the form in (2.21) of a family of periodic orbits is
said to be phase invariant if the angle ' for each orbit satisfies a phase-invariance
condition of the form
g
 <wˆ,=wˆ  = 0 (2.23)
for some scalar-valued function g. A special case used in this thesis is to require that
the imaginary part of an element in the Fourier representation equals zero. In the
case vˆ takes the form in (2.18), such a condition can be written as
=wˆnk+l = =
 
ck,le
2⇡ik'
 
= 0, (2.24)
for some 1  k M and some 1  l  n. In this case, when ck,l 6= 0,
' =   1
2⇡k
arg ck,l,mm (2.25)
where a value for the multivalued function arg is chosen to ensure continuity along
a family of periodic orbits.
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2.5 Tangent planes
Recall the continuation problem in (2.1), and assume that the conditions on u⇤ are
satisfied. To first order, the geometry of the solution manifold may be characterized
in terms of a reasonably dense set of solutions and the corresponding local tangent
planes.
The tangent plane at u⇤ is spanned by a basis for the nullspace of the correspond-
ing Jacobian @uF (u⇤). Let V 2 Rn⇥(n m) denote a tangent matrix whose columns
are such an orthonormal basis, and let V ? 2 Rn⇥m be a matrix whose columns are
linearly independent and such that V > · V ? = 0. Then, as shown in [13], there
exists a smooth function   : Rn ! Rm such that  (u⇤) = 0 and u˜ + V ? ·  (u˜) lies
on the solution manifold for every point u˜ on a suﬃciently small neighborhood of
u⇤. Moreover, the point u˜ + V ? ·  (u˜) is the locally unique solution to the closed
continuation problem 0@ F (u)
V > · (u  u˜)
1A = 0. (2.26)
In the special case that u˜ = u⇤ + hV · s for some vector s, then the closed
continuation problem can be written as0@ F (u)
V > · (u  u⇤)  hs
1A = 0. (2.27)
The point u⇤ + hV · s is a predictor, which is an initial guess for the solution of the
closed continuation problem in (2.27). A corrector algorithm, for example Newton’s
method, can be used to find the corresponding point u⇤+hV · s+V ? · (u⇤+hV · s)
on the solution manifold.
A curve on the manifold is a function u( ) such that F (u( )) = 0. The tangent
plane at u( ) contains the tangent vector u˙( ), where the dot denotes diﬀerentiation.
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Every vector in the tangent plane is a tangent vector of some curve. For example,
in the case of the continuation problem corresponding to solutions of the diﬀerential
equation (2.2),
u( ) =
0BBB@
vbp( )
T ( )
p( )
1CCCA (2.28)
and
u˙( ) =
0BBB@
v˙bp( )
T˙ ( )
p˙( )
1CCCA . (2.29)
The corresponding tangent vector in the Fourier representation is given by
˙ˆv = vec
 
(vecnv˙bp,red) · F
 
, (2.30)
where the dependence on   has been omitted for readability. Furthermore, in the
phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation with ' determined from (2.23),
˙ˆw = vec
✓⇣
vecn ˙ˆv
⌘
· ⇧(') + (vecnvˆ) · ⇧0(')'˙
◆
, (2.31)
where '˙ is implicitly defined by
@<wˆg (<wˆ,=wˆ) · < ˙ˆw + @=wˆg (<wˆ,=wˆ) · = ˙ˆw = 0. (2.32)
In the special case given by (2.24),
'˙ =   =(c˙k,le
2⇡ik')
=(2⇡ikck,le2⇡ik') , (2.33)
provided that ck,l 6= 0.
For continuation along a family of periodic orbits, (2.31) gives us a way to de-
scribe the tangent plane in a phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation using
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representations of the columns of the corresponding tangent matrix V in (2.26).
Specifically, suppose that
u˙1 =
0BBB@
v˙1,bp
T˙1
p˙1
1CCCA , u˙2 =
0BBB@
v˙2,bp
T˙2
p˙2
1CCCA (2.34)
are two tangent vectors corresponding to '˙1, ˙ˆw1 and '˙2, ˙ˆw2, respectively. Then,
(2.31) and (2.32) imply that the linear combination ↵1u˙1 + ↵2u˙2 corresponds to
'˙ = ↵1'˙1+↵2'˙2 and ˙ˆw = ↵1 ˙ˆw1+↵2 ˙ˆw2. In general, if the tangent matrix V in (2.26)
corresponds to
W =
0BBB@
˙ˆw1 · · · ˙ˆwQ
T˙1 · · · T˙Q
p˙1 · · · p˙Q
1CCCA and   = ⇣ '˙1 · · · '˙Q ⌘ , (2.35)
then V ·G corresponds to W ·G and   ·G for any matrix G with Q rows.
2.6 Fourier geometry
To determine the closeness of two solutions of a continuation problem in the cor-
responding manifold, it is necessary to consider not only the distance between the
points but also the angle between the corresponding tangent planes. For this pur-
pose, it is important to find a meaningful way to characterize such distances and
angles. For a family of periodic orbits, we propose to do so in the phase-invariant
truncated Fourier representation.
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To this end, consider the vectors0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
c0
c1
...
cM
0
c M
...
c 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
and
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
d0
d1
...
dM
0
d M
...
d 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2.36)
Then, to characterize their relative geometry, define the inner product
MX
k= M
ckd k (2.37)
corresponding to integration over the interval [0, T ] of the product of the correspond-
ing periodic functions. With c0 = 0, d0 = µ0, and
ck =
1p
2
(k   i k) , dk = 1p
2
(µk   i⌫k) , (2.38)
for k = 1, . . . ,M , (2.37) becomes
0µ0 +
MX
k=1
(kµk +  k⌫k) (2.39)
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corresponding to the Euclidean inner product of the vectors0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0
1
...
M
 1
...
 M
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
and
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
µ0
µ1
...
µM
⌫1
...
⌫M
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2.40)
It follows that the induced function norm is the Euclidean norm in this real repre-
sentation.
In the notation of the previous section, a tangent matrix V of Q tangent vectors
in the original representation corresponds to a real matrix
W =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
˙1,0 · · · ˙Q,0
˙1,1 · · · ˙Q,1
...
...
...
˙1,M · · · ˙Q,M
 ˙1,1 · · ·  ˙Q,1
...
...
...
 ˙1,M · · ·  ˙Q,M
T˙1 · · · T˙Q
p˙1 · · · p˙Q
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(2.41)
in the truncated phase-invariant Fourier representation. As before, V ·G corresponds
to W ·G for any matrix G with Q rows. A special case of importance in this thesis is
a square matrix G that makes the columns of W ·G an orthonormal collection when
the columns of W are linearly independent.
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Chapter 3
Atlas algorithms
This chapter describes an algorithm for covering a manifold of periodic orbits based
on the formalism in chapter 2. We show how to identify possible directions of growth
of a partial cover of the manifold using the phase-invariant truncated Fourier repre-
sentation. Explicit code illustrates a corresponding implementation in modified ver-
sions of two atlas algorithms from [13]. Finally, we consider an alternative method for
constructing a predictor using the phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation.
3.1 Growth and assembly
As stated in Sec. 2.5, the manifold of solutions to an equation of the form (2.1) may
be characterized in terms of a reasonably dense set of solution points and the cor-
responding local tangent planes. Each such base point and tangent plane constitute
a chart. Each such chart is a local cover of a portion of the manifold. Specifically,
for every point in the tangent plane near the base point, there is a unique point on
the manifold near the base point, and vice versa. As suggested in Sec. 2.6, in the
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context of continuation, two charts are considered neighbors if the distance between
their base points and the angle between their tangent planes are both small.
An atlas is a collection of charts that provide a partial cover of a portion of
the manifold, and a designation of the charts into boundary charts and interior
charts. An atlas algorithm grows an atlas by first constructing new charts that are
neighbors of boundary charts and then reassemblying the atlas into boundary charts
and interior charts. The stages of growth and assembly correspond to the stages of
expansion and consolidation for an arbitrary atlas algorithm as described in [13].
In the notation of Sec. 2.5, consider a boundary chart with base point u⇤ and let
V denote a tangent matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis for the nullspace
of the Jacobian @uF (u⇤). In the expansion stage, we construct a family of predictors
of the form u⇤ + hV · si, where the direction vectors si are constructed from the
elements of a nonempty set ⌃ associated with the chart. For each predictor, a point
on the solution manifold may be found by applying a corrector algorithm to (2.27).
In contrast to the discussion in [13], in this thesis the direction vectors si are not
necessarily of unit length.
In consolidation, we update the sets ⌃ of the new charts as well as the boundary
charts that are neighbors of the new charts. If the resultant ⌃ is empty, then the
boundary chart is redesignated as an interior chart. Atlas algorithms diﬀer in the
method used to update ⌃ and in the choice of geometry used to determine whether
two charts are neighbors.
For example, the atlas algorithms in [13] perform consolidation using the original
representation of the solution manifold and a Euclidean geometry. Specifically, the
1d algorithm in Sec. 12.3 and the 2d algorithm in Sec. 13.3 of [13] construct sets
⌃ consisting of 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional unit vectors. These correspond to
directions in the basis given by the columns of V that are available for continuation
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in the tangent plane through u⇤.
In this thesis, we restrict attention to the case of continuation of periodic solutions
of the dynamical system (2.2). Here, the determination of whether two charts are
neighbors is achieved using the truncated phase-invariant Fourier representation in
Sec. 2.6. In this representation, the geometry is again Euclidean. This allows us to
use the atlas algorithms in [13] with minor modifications. First, replace V byW ·G for
some square matrix G that makes the columns of W ·G an orthonormal set. Second,
interpret the elements of ⌃ as directions, in the basis given by the columns of W ·G,
which are available for continuation in the phase-invariant Fourier representation
of the tangent plane to the manifold. If  i 2 ⌃, then si = G ·  i becomes the
corresponding direction vector used to construct a predictor in the expansion stage.
3.2 Implementation
This section describes the implementation in code of the modified atlas algorithm dis-
cussed above. This includes functions for translating from the original representation
in terms of vbp and V to the phase-invariant Fourier representation in terms of wˆ, W ,
and  . Moreover, we show modifications to the init_atlas, add_chart, isneighbor
and merge functions of the 1d algorithm in Sec. 12.3 of [13], and modifications to
the init_atlas, add_chart, isneighbor, isclose, predict, and merge_recursive
functions of the 2d algorithm in Sec. 13.3 of [13].
The function Fourier_phase below appends the phase-invariant Fourier represen-
tations of the base point and tangent matrix of a newly created chart to the chart
output argument.
1 function chart = Fourier_phase(prob, chart)
2 % append phase-invariant Fourier representation
3
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4
5 M = 7; % truncation order
6 k = 1; % use the k-th Fourier mode for phase invariance
7
8 fid = prob.efunc.funcs(1).identifyer; % ’coll’ instance
9 hdata = coco_get_func_data(prob, fid, ’data’);
10 N = hdata.coll.NTST;
11 m = hdata.coll.NCOL;
12 MM = N *(m + 1); % # basepoints
13 Nm = N * m; % # collocation nodes
14 dim = hdata.dim; % State-space dimension
15 d = numel(chart.x)- MM*dim; % # not vbp
16 Tpmu = chart.x(end-d+1:end);
17
18 % Discrete Fourier transform
19 vbp = reshape(chart.x(1:dim*MM), dim, MM);
20 ss = (m+1):(m+1):MM;
21 vbp(:,ss) = []; % vbp_red
22
23 F = fft(eye(Nm))/Nm;
24 vhat = vbp * F;
25
26 % Determine matrix Pi for phase shift
27 if isfield(chart,’F’)
28 fun = @(phi) imag(vhat(1,k+1)*exp(2*pi*1i*k*phi));
29 phi = fsolve(fun, chart.F.phi, ...
30 optimoptions(’fsolve’,’Display’,’off’));
31 else
32 phi = -angle(vhat(1,k+1))/(2*pi*k);
33 end
34 order = [0:M,zeros(1, Nm-2*M-1), -M:-1];
35 order2 = [ones(1,M+1), zeros(1,Nm-2*M-1), ones(1,M)];
36 Pi = diag(exp(2*pi*1i*order*phi))* diag(order2);
37
38 % Phase-invariant Fourier representation
39 what = vbp*F*Pi;
40 kappa = [real(what(:,1)), sqrt(2)*real(what(:,2:M+1))];
41 lambda = -sqrt(2)*imag(what(:,2:M+1));
42
43 chart.F.x_comp = [what(:); Tpmu];
44 chart.F.x_real = [kappa(:); lambda(:); Tpmu];
45 chart.F.k = k;
46 chart.F.M = M;
47 chart.F.phi = phi;
48
49 %% Phase-invariant Fourier representation of chart.TS
50 Q = size(chart.TS,2);
51 for j = 1:Q
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52 Tpmup = chart.TS(end-d+1:end,j);
53 vbpp = reshape(chart.TS(1:dim*MM,j),dim,MM);
54 vbpp(:,ss) = [];
55 vhatp = vbpp*F;
56 n1 = imag(vhatp(1,k+1)*exp(2*pi*1i*k*phi));
57 n2 = imag(2*pi*1i*k*vhat(1,k+1)*exp(2*pi*1i*k*phi));
58 phip = -n1/n2;
59 Pip = 2*pi*1i*diag(order)*Pi;
60 whatp = (vbp*F*Pip)*phip + vbpp*F*Pi;
61
62 kappap = [real(whatp(:,1)), sqrt(2)*real(whatp(:,2:M+1))];
63 lambdap = -sqrt(2)*imag(whatp(:,2:M+1));
64 chart.F.TS_real(:,j) = [kappap(:); lambdap(:); Tpmup];
65 chart.F.TS_comp(:,j) = [whatp(:); Tpmup];
66 chart.F.Phi(j) = phip;
67 end
68
69 chart.F.G = (chart.F.TS_real’*chart.F.TS_real)\ ...
70 (chart.F.TS_real’*orth(chart.F.TS_real));
71 chart.F.TS_real = chart.F.TS_real * chart.F.G;
72 chart.F.TS_comp = chart.F.TS_comp * chart.F.G;
73
74 end
The code on lines 27 through 33 computes the angle ' according to equation (2.24)
and (2.25) with l = 1. Continuity is ensured by seeding fsolve with the value of '
from the corresponding boundary chart. Line 69 computes the matrix G such that
W ·G for W in (2.41) is orthonormal.
A reduced version of Fourier_phase for computing the phase-invariant Fourier
representation of a predictor is given in the function Fourier_phase_pt below.
1 function [x_real] = Fourier_phase_pt(prob, x, chart)
2 % Find phase-invariant Fourier representation
3
4 M = chart.F.M;
5 k = chart.F.k;
6 oldphi = chart.F.phi;
7
8 fid = prob.efunc.funcs(1).identifyer;
9 hdata = coco_get_func_data(prob, fid, ’data’);
10 N = hdata.coll.NTST;
11 m = hdata.coll.NCOL;
12 MM = N*(m + 1);
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13 Nm = N * m;
14 dim = hdata.dim;
15 d = numel(x) - MM*dim;
16 Tpmu = x(end-d+1:end);
17
18 vbp = reshape(x(1:dim*MM), dim, MM);
19 ss = (m+1):(m+1):MM;
20 vbp(:,ss) = [];
21
22 F = fft(eye(Nm))/Nm;
23 vhat = vbp * F;
24
25 fun = @(phi) imag(vhat(1,k+1)*exp(2*pi*1i*k*phi));
26 phi = fsolve(fun, oldphi, ...
27 optimoptions(’fsolve’,’Display’,’off’));
28 order = [0:M,zeros(1,Nm-2*M-1),-M:-1];
29 order2 = [ones(1,M+1),zeros(1,Nm-2*M-1),ones(1,M)];
30 Pi = diag(exp(2*pi*1i*order*phi))*diag(order2);
31
32 what = vbp*F*Pi;
33 kappa = [real(what(:,1)), sqrt(2)*real(what(:,2:M+1))];
34 lambda = -sqrt(2)*imag(what(:,2:M+1));
35 x_real = [kappa(:); lambda(:); Tpmu];
36
37 end
Here, the angle ' is again obtained using fsolve seeded with the angle ' for the
corresponding base point.
3.2.1 1d code
In the 1-dimensional atlas algorithm in Sec. 12.3 of [13], the function init_atlas
is called once an initial point is located on the solution manifold. In the modified
encoding below, this point is assigned to the base point of a chart stored in the
variable chart on line 4. The corresponding tangent matrix is computed in the call
on line 11 to cseg.add_chart, and the chart is assigned to the first element of the
variable cseg.ptlist. The code on lines 14 through 16 append the corresponding
phase-invariant Fourier representation.
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1 function [prob atlas cseg flush] = init_atlas(atlas, prob, cseg)
2 %INIT_ATLAS Initialize atlas.
3
4 chart = cseg.curr_chart;
5 chart.pt = 0;
6 chart.R = atlas.cont.h;
7 chart.s = [1, -1]*sign(atlas.cont.PtMX);
8 atlas.cont.PtMX = abs(atlas.cont.PtMX);
9 chart.pt_type = ’EP’;
10 chart.ep_flag = 1;
11 [prob cseg] = cseg.add_chart(prob, chart);
12
13 %% Begin modified code
14 chart = cseg.ptlist{1};
15 chart = Fourier_phase(prob, chart);
16 cseg.ptlist{1} = chart;
17 %% End modified code
18
19 flush = true;
20
21 end
Similar changes are made in add_chart as shown encoding below.
1 function [prob atlas cseg flush] = add_chart(atlas, prob, cseg)
2 %ADD_CHART Add chart to point list.
3
4 chart = cseg.curr_chart;
5 chart.pt = chart.pt+1;
6 if chart.pt>=atlas.cont.PtMX
7 chart.pt_type = ’EP’;
8 chart.ep_flag = 1;
9 end
10 [prob cseg] = cseg.add_chart(prob, chart);
11
12 %% Begin modified code
13 chart = cseg.ptlist{end};
14 chart = Fourier_phase(prob, chart);
15 cseg.ptlist{end} = chart;
16 %% End modified code
17
18 flush = true;
19 if ~atlas.isneighbor(cseg.ptlist{1}, cseg.ptlist{end}, prob)
20 cseg.ptlist{end}.pt_type = ’GAP’;
21 cseg.ptlist{end}.ep_flag = 2;
22 cseg.Status = cseg.CurveSegmentCorrupted;
23 end
24
23
25 end
This function calls the function isneighbor to determine if the new chart and the
boundary chart from which it was constructed are neighbors. In order to implement
this calculation in the phase-invariant Fourier representation, isneighbor is modified
as shown below.
1 function flag = isneighbor(atlas, chart1, chart2, prob)
2 %ISNEIGHBOR Check if two charts are neighbors.
3
4 al = atlas.cont.almax;
5 ta = tan(al);
6 R = atlas.cont.h;
7
8 x1 = chart1.F.x_real;
9 x2 = chart2.F.x_real;
10 dx = x2-x1;
11 x1s = chart1.F.TS_real*(chart1.F.TS_real’*dx);
12 x2s = chart2.F.TS_real*(chart2.F.TS_real’*dx);
13 dst = [norm(x1s), norm(x2s), norm(dx-x1s), norm(dx-x2s), ...
14 subspace(chart1.F.TS_real, chart2.F.TS_real)];
15 dstmx = [R, R, ta*norm(x1s), ta*norm(x2s), al];
16 flag = all(dst<dstmx);
17 end
In the 1-dimensional atlas algorithm from Sec. 12.3 of [13], the variable
atlas.boundary stores available predictors, the associated direction vectors s, and
step sizes h. On line 13 of the modified encoding below, the direction vector s is
computed from an element of an initial set ⌃, stored in chart.s. The for loop
on lines 18 through 34 uses the truncated phase-invariant Fourier representation to
eliminate predictors that are already covered by existing charts.
1 function [atlas cseg] = merge(atlas, cseg, prob)
2 %MERGE Merge curve segment into atlas.
3
4 chart = cseg.ptlist{end};
5 R = atlas.cont.h;
6 h = atlas.cont.Rmarg*R;
7 nb = cell(2,4);
8 atlas.charts = [atlas.charts, {chart}];
24
9
10 % predictor step
11 for k=1:2
12 sigma = chart.s(k);
13 s = chart.F.G*sigma;
14 xp = chart.x+h*(chart.TS*s);
15 nb(k,:) = {chart, xp, s, h};
16 end
17 % merge charts
18 for i=size(atlas.boundary,1):-1:1
19 chart2 = atlas.boundary{i,1};
20 if atlas.isneighbor(chart, chart2, prob)
21 x2 = atlas.boundary{i,2};
22 x2_real = Fourier_phase_pt(prob, x2, chart2);
23 if norm(chart.F.TS_real’*(x2_real-chart.F.x_real))<R
24 atlas.boundary(i,:) = [];
25 end
26 for k=size(nb,1):-1:1
27 x1 = nb{k,2};
28 x1_real = Fourier_phase_pt(prob, x1, chart);
29 if norm(chart2.F.TS_real’*(x1_real-chart2.F.x_real))<R
30 nb(k,:) = [];
31 end
32 end
33 end
34 end
35 atlas.boundary = [nb; atlas.boundary];
36
37 if isempty(atlas.boundary)
38 chart.pt_type = ’EP’;
39 chart.ep_flag = 1;
40 cseg.ptlist{end} = chart;
41 end
42
43 end
3.2.2 2d code
The modifications of init_atlas, add_chart and isneighbor shown above apply
also to the modified version of the 2d atlas algorithms from Sec. 13.3 in [13]. In
this case, the construction of the predictor is made in the predict function, which
is modified as shown below.
25
1 function [prob atlas cseg correct] = predict(atlas, prob, cseg)
2 % PREDICT Compute predictor.
3
4 chart = atlas.charts{atlas.boundary(1)};
5 sigma = chart.s(:,chart.bv(1));
6 s = chart.F.G*sigma;
7 h = atlas.cont.Rmarg*chart.R;
8 prcond = struct(’x’, chart.x, ’TS’, chart.TS, ’s’, s, ’h’, h);
9
10 xp = chart.x+h*(chart.TS*s);
11 [prob cseg] = CurveSegment.create(prob, chart, prcond, xp);
12 correct = true;
13
14 end
In addition, as shown below, lines 7 through 9 of the function merge_recursive
ensure that the phase-invariant Fourier representation is used in this case.
1 function [atlas chart1 checked] = merge_recursive(atlas, chart1, k, ...
2 checked, prob)
3
4 checked(end+1) = k;
5 chartk = atlas.charts{k};
6 if atlas.isclose(chart1, chartk, prob)
7 dx = chartk.F.x_real - chart1.F.x_real;
8 phi1 = chart1.F.TS_real’*dx;
9 phik = chartk.F.TS_real’*(-dx);
10 test1 = chart1.v.*(chart1.s’*phi1)-norm(phi1)^2/2;
11 testk = chartk.v.*(chartk.s’*phik)-norm(phik)^2/2;
12
13 flag1 = (test1>0);
14 flagk = (testk>0);
15 chart1 = ...
16 atlas.subtract_half_space(chart1, test1, phi1, flag1, chartk.id);
17 chartk = ...
18 atlas.subtract_half_space(chartk, testk, phik, flagk, chart1.id);
19 atlas.charts{k} = chartk;
20 check = setdiff(chartk.nb, checked);
21 while ~isempty(check)
22 [atlas chart1 checked] = ...
23 atlas.merge_recursive(chart1, check(1), checked, prob);
24 check = setdiff(chartk.nb, checked);
25 end
26 end
27
28 end
26
Similar changes are made in the function isclose shown below.
1 function flag = isclose(atlas, chart1, chart2, prob)
2 %ISCLOSE Check if two charts are close to each other.
3
4 al = atlas.cont.almax;
5 R = atlas.cont.h;
6 ta = tan(al);
7 t2a = tan(2*al);
8
9 x1 = chart1.F.x_real;
10 x2 = chart2.F.x_real;
11 dx = x2-x1;
12 phi1 = chart1.F.TS_real’*dx;
13 phi2 = chart2.F.TS_real’*dx;
14 x1s = chart1.F.TS_real*phi1;
15 x2s = chart2.F.TS_real*phi2;
16 dst = [norm(x1s), norm(x2s), norm(dx-x1s), norm(dx-x2s), ...
17 subspace(chart1.F.TS_real, chart2.F.TS_real)];
18 n1mx = ta*min(R,norm(x1s))+ t2a*max(0,norm(x1s)-R);
19 n2mx = ta*min(R,norm(x2s))+ t2a*max(0,norm(x2s)-R);
20 dstmx = [2*R, 2*R, n1mx, n2mx, 2*al];
21 flag = false;
22 if all(dst<dstmx)
23 test1 = chart1.v.*(chart1.s’*phi1)-norm(phi1)^2/2;
24 test2 = chart2.v.*(chart2.s’*phi2)+norm(phi2)^2/2;
25 flag = any(test1>0) && any(test2<0);
26 end
27 end
3.3 An alternative predictor
In the previous section, each predictor was of the form
u⇤ + hu˙ =
0BBB@
v⇤bp + hv˙bp
T ⇤ + hT˙
p⇤ + hp˙
1CCCA , (3.1)
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where 0BBB@
v˙bp
T˙
p˙
1CCCA = V ·G ·  , (3.2)
for some unit vector  . As an alternative, consider a predictor obtained by replacing
the first component in (3.1) with the discretization corresponding to
vec
⇣
vecn
⇣
wˆ⇤ + h ˙ˆw
⌘
· ⇧ 1 ('⇤ + h'˙) · F 1
⌘
(3.3)
where wˆ⇤ and '⇤ correspond to the phase-invariant Fourier representation of v⇤bp,0BBB@
˙ˆw
T˙
p˙
1CCCA = W ·G ·  , (3.4)
and '˙ =   · G ·  . Here, W and   correspond to the phase-invariant Fourier repre-
sentation of V . It follows that
˙ˆw = vec
 
(vecnv˙bp,red) · F · ⇧('⇤) +
 
vecnv
⇤
bp,red
  · F · ⇧0('⇤)'˙ . (3.5)
Now suppose v⇤bp and v˙bp are discretizations of functions of the form given in (2.16).
Then, to zeroth order in h, the first component of (3.3) equals
vec
 
(vecnwˆ
⇤) · ⇧ 1 ('⇤) · F 1  = v⇤bp,red. (3.6)
Similarly, to first order in h, the first component of (3.3) becomes
vec
✓⇣
vecn ˙ˆw
⌘
· ⇧ 1 ('⇤) · F 1 + '˙ (vecnwˆ⇤) · ⇧ 10 ('⇤) · F 1
◆
. (3.7)
Substitution from (3.5) and (3.6) gives
v˙bp,red + '˙
 
vecnv
⇤
bp,red
  · F · ⇣⇧0('⇤) · ⇧ 1('⇤) + ⇧('⇤) · ⇧ 10('⇤)⌘ · F 1, (3.8)
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which simplifies to v˙bp,red, since
0 =
d
dt
(I) =
d
dt
 
⇧(') · ⇧ 1(')  = ⇧0(') · ⇧ 1(') + ⇧(') · ⇧ 10('). (3.9)
The diﬀerence between the two predictors is therefore O(h2).
When vbp is the discretization of an arbitrary periodic function, then the two
predictors may diﬀer already at zeroth in h order due to aliasing eﬀects. The error
increases with decreasing truncation order. Similarly, in contrast to the construction
in Sec. 3.1, there is no guarantee that the alternative predictor lies in the tangent
plane to the manifold in the original representation.
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Chapter 4
Experimental results
This chapter shows the results of applying the modified atlas algorithms in Chapter
3 to two numerical examples. The analysis shows that the phase-invariant trun-
cated Fourier representation produces a cover without holes and minimally redun-
dant covering, while this is not always true for the algorithm based on the original
representation.
4.1 One-dimensional manifolds
In this section, we apply the 1d atlas algorithm to the continuation of periodic orbits
of the dynamical system given by the vector field [23]
f(y, p) =
0BBB@
(y3   0.7)y1   !y2
!y1 + (y3   0.7)y2
0.6 + y3   13y33   (y21 + y22)(1 + ⇢y3) + ✏y3y31
1CCCA , (4.1)
where p = (!, ⇢, ✏). We consider two related continuation problems. In the first
case, the problem parameters are fixed, there is no phase condition, and x1(0) and
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x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters. In the second case, the problem
parameters ! and ⇢ are free, there is an integral phase condition, and a constraint is
added on ! and ⇢. In both cases, the solution manifold is 1-dimensional. We consider
the phase-invariance condition in (2.23) with k = 1, k = 2, and k = 3, respectively,
and l = 1. We choose N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3) for these two cases. The initial
solution guess is obtained from a periodic orbit calculated by the code associated
with Sec. 14.3 in [13].
For the first example, the continuation problem is constructed by calling the
bvp_isol2seg toolbox constructor from Sec. 8.1 in [13] with two sets of problem
parameters.
When ✏ 6= 0, there is an isolated periodic orbit. Here, continuation is equivalent
to varying the phase shift along a single periodic orbit in state space. With problem
parameters ! = 3.5, ⇢ = 0.37798 and ✏ =  0.12385, as shown in Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and
4.3 below, for k = 1, 2, 3, the initial point of the periodic function travels along this
periodic orbit once before the atlas algorithm terminates, and 0 is not influenced by
k. In fact, all the Fourier modes in the phase-invariant representation are approxi-
mately constant during continuation. The fluctuations in the plots of 0,1 through
3,1 with respect to steps in Figs. 4.1 through 4.3 will decrease with increasing N or
m, which are mentioned in (2.3).
When ✏ = 0, there is an invariant torus which consists either of a 1-dimensional
family of periodic orbits or a 1-dimensional family of torus-covering quasiperiodic
orbits. This is a degenerate case, is more complicated to analyze, and is likely to
produce questionable numerical results without careful forethought. In particular,
periodic orbits are expected to be found only for particular values of ⇢ if ! and ✏ are
held fixed. To accurately locate a periodic orbit, we would therefore need to allow ⇢
to vary during continuation. Nevertheless, with fixed problem parameters ! = 3.5,
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⇢ = 0.36347 and ✏ = 0, the atlas algorithm produces the results shown in Figs. 4.4,
4.5 and 4.6 below, for k = 1, 2, 3. The initial point of the approximate periodic orbit
oscillates k times before the atlas algorithm terminates. In every case, there is at
least one Fourier coeﬃcient that only returns to its original value and slope at the
end of the continuation.
Figure 4.1: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.1.
Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.37798, 0.12385), there is no
phase condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.2: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.1.
Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.37798, 0.12385), there is no
phase condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.3: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1.
Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.37798, 0.12385), there is no
phase condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.4: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 1 and h =
0.1. Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.36347, 0), there is no phase
condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters. N = 10
and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.5: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 2 and h =
0.1. Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.36347, 0), there is no phase
condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters. N = 10
and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.6: Variations in x1(0), ', and 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation
step in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 3 and h =
0.1. Here, the problem parameters are fixed p = (3.5, 0.36347, 0), there is no phase
condition, and x1(0) and x2(0) correspond to active continuation parameters. N = 10
and m = 4 in (2.3).
For the second example, the continuation problem is constructed by calling the
po_isol2orb toolbox constructor from Sec. 8.2 in [13]. The additional constraint
(!   3.4)2 + (⇢  0.4)2   0.1 = 0 is appended using a call to coco_add_func. In this
case, continuation maps out a family of unique periodic orbits in state space.
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As seen in Figs. 4.7, 4.9 and 4.11 below, 0 oscillates k times before continuation
terminates, and there is at least one Fourier coeﬃcient that only returns to its origi-
nal value and slope at the end of the continuation. The periodic orbits in state space
for 0,1 = 5 ⇤ 10 3 with k = 1, 2, 3 are shown in Figs. 4.8, 4.10 and 4.12, respectively.
The family of periodic orbits is covered k times before continuation terminates. Fig-
ure 4.13 shows the plot of !   ⇢  T for k = 1, 2, 3. In this projection, this curve is
covered 2k times before continuation terminates.
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Figure 4.7: Variations in 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation step in the
analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.05. Here,
problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.8: The plot of x1   x2   x3 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) for 0,1 = 5 ⇤ 10 3 with k = 1 and h = 0.05. The grey dots are the initial
points (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)) of each periodic orbit. The first plot is the top view of
the second one. Here, problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral
phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.9: Variations in 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation step in the
analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.05. Here,
problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.10: The plot of x1   x2   x3 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) for 0,1 = 5 ⇤ 10 3 with k = 2 and h = 0.05. The grey dots are the initial
points (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)) of the periodic orbits. The first plot is the top view of
the second one. Here, problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral
phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.11: Variations in 0,1 through 3,1 as a function of continuation step in the
analysis of periodic orbits of the vector field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.05. Here,
problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition.
N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.12: The plot of x1   x2   x3 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) for 0,1 = 5 ⇤ 10 3 with k = 3 and h = 0.05. The grey dots are the initial
points (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)) of the periodic orbits. The first plot is the top view of
the second one. Here, problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary, and there is an integral
phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.13: The plot of !   ⇢   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1, 2, 3 and h = 0.05. Here, problem parameters ! and ⇢ can vary,
and there is an integral phase condition. In this projection, the curve is covered 2k
times before continuation terminates. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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As a comparison, analysis of the two continuation problems considered here can
also be performed using the original atlas algorithm in Sec. 12.3 in [13]. In the case
of the first continuation problem, this code terminates after the initial point has
traveled a full revolution along the periodic orbit. In contrast, the original atlas
algorithm fails to terminate for the second continuation problem.
As a final example, consider the continuation problem with problem parameters
fixed, no phase condition and no additional active continuation parameters. In this
case, the original atlas algorithm again terminates after finite number of steps. In
contrast, the modified atlas algorithm generates unpredictable results since the man-
ifold dimension in the phase-invariant truncated Fourier representation is zero. One
diagnostic that reflects this dimensional reduction is a very large value for the single
entry of the matrix G.
4.2 2-dimensional manifolds
4.2.1 Langford dynamical system
In this section, we apply the modified 2d atlas algorithm to the continuation of peri-
odic orbits of the dynamical system given by the vector field (4.1) under simultaneous
variation of ⇢ and ✏. This has been previously performed by the original atlas algo-
rithm in Sec. 14.3 in [13] using the bvp_isol2seg constructor and a Poincare phase
condition. With N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3), Fig. 4.14 shows a three dimensional
representation of the solution manifold in this case. There are three layers of this
manifold, because it is a 1 : 3 resonance surface. Figures 4.15 through 4.18 are the
corresponding projections with k = 1.
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Figure 4.14: The plot of ⇢   ✏   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with h = 0.3. Here, problem parameters
⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is Poincare phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.15: The plot of ⇢   ✏   0,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with k = 1 and h = 0.3. Here, problem
parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is Poincare phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.16: The plot of ⇢   ✏   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with k = 1 and h = 0.3. Here, problem
parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is Poincare phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.17: The plot of ⇢   ✏   2,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with k = 1 and h = 0.3. Here, problem
parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is Poincare phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.18: The plot of ⇢   ✏   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with k = 1 and h = 0.3. Here, problem
parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is Poincare phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
Next, the po_isol2orb constructor is used to generate a continuation problem
with an integral phase condition. As seen in Fig. 4.19, the original atlas algorithm
fails to terminate when applied to this continuation problem.
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Figure 4.19: The plot of ⇢   ✏   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) by using original atlas algorithm with h = 0.3. Here, problem parameters
⇢ and ✏ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in
(2.3).
In contrast, the modified atlas algorithm enforces a phase-invariant Fourier ge-
ometry that ensures that a periodic orbit is covered at most finitely many times.
With N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3), Figs. 4.21, 4.21 and 4.22 show the corresponding
surfaces for k = 1, 2, 3 and l = 1, respectively. In these three cases, the solution
manifold is covered k times. Additional projections are shown in Figs. 4.23–4.34.
The projections in Figs. 4.23 through 4.26 are consistent with those in Figs. 4.15
through 4.18, where k = 1.
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(a) ⇢  ✏  T
(b) Enlarged (a)
Figure 4.20: The plot of ⇢   ✏   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.03. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary,
and there is an integral phase condition. This manifold is covered once. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.21: The plot of ⇢   ✏   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.15. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. This manifold is covered twice. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.22: The plot of ⇢   ✏   T in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. This manifold is covered three times. N = 10
and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.23: The plot of ⇢   ✏   0,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.03. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.24: The plot of ⇢   ✏   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.03. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.25: The plot of ⇢   ✏   2,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.03. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.26: The plot of ⇢   ✏   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 1 and h = 0.03. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.27: The plot of ⇢   ✏   0,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.15. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.28: The plot of ⇢   ✏   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.15. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.29: The plot of ⇢   ✏   2,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.15. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.30: The plot of ⇢   ✏   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 2 and h = 0.15. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.31: The plot of ⇢   ✏   0,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.32: The plot of ⇢   ✏   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.33: The plot of ⇢   ✏   2,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.34: The plot of ⇢   ✏   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.1) with k = 3 and h = 0.1. Here, problem parameters ⇢ and ✏ can vary, and
there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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4.2.2 Duﬃng oscillator example
Finally, we apply the 2d atlas algorithm to the continuation periodic orbit of the
dynamical system given by the vector field [24]
f(y, p) =
0BBBBBB@
y2
 y1   2⇣y2   ↵y31 + y3 sin(⇠) + y4 cos(⇠)⇣
A py23 + y24⌘ y3   y4⌦⇣
A py23 + y24⌘ y4 + y3⌦
1CCCCCCA , (4.2)
where p = (⇣,↵, A,⌦, ⇠). This corresponds to the a harmonically excited nonlinear
Duﬃng oscillator with excitation frequency ⌦ and excitation amplitude A.
A corresponding continuation problem is obtained enforcing an integral phase
condition using po_iso2orb. Since vˆ9 = 0, only k = 1 and 3 are chosen for analysis.
We choose N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3). Figures 4.35 and 4.36 show a projection of
the solution manifold obtained under variations in A and ⇠ using the modified 2d
atlas algorithm with k = 1. Figures 4.37 and 4.38 show a projection of the solution
manifold obtained under variations in A and ⇠ using the modified 2d atlas algorithm
with k = 3. The manifolds in Figs. 4.35 through 4.38 are all covered once.
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Figure 4.35: The plot of A  ⇠   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with modified atlas algorithm, k = 1 and h = 0.2. Here, two problem
parameters A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.36: The plot of A  ⇠   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with modified atlas algorithm, k = 1 and h = 0.2. Here, two problem
parameters A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.37: The plot of A  ⇠   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with modified atlas algorithm, k = 3 and h = 0.2. Here, two problem
parameters A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.38: The plot of A  ⇠   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with modified atlas algorithm, k = 3 and h = 0.2. Here, two problem
parameters A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and
m = 4 in (2.3).
In contrast, the original atlas algorithm fails to terminate when applied to this
continuation problem as shown in Figs. 4.39 and 4.40.
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Figure 4.39: The plot of A  ⇠   1,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with original atlas algorithm and h = 0.5. Here, two problem parameters
A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in
(2.3).
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Figure 4.40: The plot of A  ⇠   3,1 in the analysis of periodic orbits of the vector
field (4.2) with original atlas algorithm and h = 0.5. Here, two problem parameters
A and ⇠ can vary, and there is an integral phase condition. N = 10 and m = 4 in
(2.3).
4.3 Comparison between the two predictors
In Sec. 3.3, we considered an alternative formulation for the predictors used during
continuation. As observed there, in general, the alternative predictor is expected to
produce increasingly slow convergence as the step size increases and truncation order
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decreases. To illustrate this, Figs. 4.41 and 4.42 show the relationship between M ,
h and kFk (initial residue) for these two predictor formulations when applied to the
second example of 1d continuation from Sec. 4.1. Here, k = 1 and l = 1. For M = 1
and 2, the algorithm with the alternative predictor fails to converge after the first
point on the manifold is located, while the original predictor formulation performs
as expected.
Figure 4.41: Line chart shows the relationship of M , h and initial residue kFk by
the recommended predictor. Here, k = 1. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Figure 4.42: Line chart shows the relationship of M , h and initial residue kFk by the
alternative predictor. The algorithm with this method fails to converge for M = 1
and 2. Here, k = 1. N = 10 and m = 4 in (2.3).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis, we developed an atlas algorithm suitable for continuation of piecewise
polynomial discretizations of periodic orbits of an autonomous dynamical system.
The current implementation of atlas algorithms in the continuation package COCO
consists of two stages: the expansion stage and consolidation stage. In the expansion
stage, a base chart is used to create a sequence of charts along a curve segment,
and in the consolidation stage, the charts in the curve segment are merged into
the atlas. The distance and angle between the charts play a crucial role in the
merging process. It was observed that using the Euclidean inner product for this
purpose can sometimes be misleading, as two diﬀerent representations of the same
periodic orbit but with diﬀerent phases result in a non-zero Euclidean distance. This
thesis proposed moving the geometric representation of the solution manifolds from
Euclidean space to a suitable Fourier function space, where distances and angles can
be correctly evaluated regardless of arbitrary phase shifts.
It is important to note that the approach taken here retains a representation of
the periodic orbit and the corresponding boundary-value problem in terms of a tem-
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poral discretization and appropriate collocation conditions. The Fourier representa-
tion is used only in the geometric analysis of the solution manifold. An alternative
approach is to formulate the periodic boundary-value problem directly in terms of
Fourier coeﬃcients as in the method of harmonic balance. In this case, no alterna-
tive representation is necessary for the geometric analysis of the manifold. In such
an implementation, however, there is a strong connection between the problem of
discretization and the geometric representation. In contrast, the approach in this
thesis separates the discretization from geometry, enabling independent decisions to
be made in each case. As a consequence, the framework presented here is expected
to generalize to other instances where the geometry does not correspond directly to
the problem discretization.
This thesis has also explored whether the Fourier representation of the manifold
can be used in the expansion stage of the atlas algorithm. Specifically, whether
a predictor should be computed using a linear combination of the original tangent
vectors or reconstructed from a predictor computed in the Fourier representation.
As seen in the analysis, to first order in the step size, and as long as there is no
truncation in the Fourier representation, the two approaches give identical results.
However, while the former method guarantees that the predictor always lies in the
local tangent plane, this is no longer the case for the reconstruction from a truncated
Fourier representation. Indeed, examples show a failure to converge for a suﬃciently
low order of truncation. This observation is again expected to generalize to other
classes of problems.
An important application that is not considered here, but that lends itself to this
approach, is the case of a non-uniform adaptive mesh. Such a mesh is considered in
the production-ready ’po’ toolbox in COCO. Future work should demonstrate the
proposed approach in the context of this toolbox.
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Another interesting opportunity for future work is the case of continuation of
solutions of more general boundary-value problems, where again some form of pro-
jection may be necessary in order to correctly characterize distances and angles. An
example is the continuation of solutions to a two point boundary-value problem with
an adaptive mesh [25]. Here, a projection would need to address the possibility that
diﬀerent charts are described in terms of diﬀerent numbers of unknowns correspond-
ing to distinct sets of time instances. Possible candidate approaches would be to rely
on some form of wavelet projection [26, 27, 28] or a Fourier projection based on an
extension to a periodic function [29, 30].
Finally, it seems straightforward to generalize the approach in this thesis to atlas
algorithms for manifolds of dimension greater than 2. Indeed, a version of Hender-
son’s algorithm to the higher dimensional case is already implemented in COCO,
but is currently restricted to algebraic problems. Future work should modify this al-
gorithm to support arbitrary problem formulations. For such manifold, it would be
interesting to investigate the influence of possible singularities in the phase-invariance
conditions, for example, points where ck,l = 0.
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